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Colorado Rockies Rock Hunter
by John Stockman her performance was having onthe intruder. as he could muster, he nonchalantly turned

The Northern Virginia hunter knew that If she was concerned about whether or not his back on the sow and with a few backward
he was in trouble the minute he spooked she could convince the unwelcome hunter glances, slowly walked over a ridge out
the black bear cub. It was nearly dark to leave the immediate area, her fears were of her sight. Once out of sight, our hunter's
and the cub had streaked from the hunter's groundless. He was on the way! resolve to remain calm weakened somewhat.

..........tll, and, a few minutes later, this same When he first spotted the protective sow, In fact, you. might say that it deserted
( 'was heard cla wing bark on an aspen our hunter looked in vain for a tree to him entirely. The four miles to camp were

. The bowman quickly reasoned that climb. Not being equipped with claws, he covered in record time.
'") bear cubs have mothers, (2) mother was without luck. He was in the midst of What a crazy week this had been, the
bears do not stray too far from their an aspen glen and the closest limb was bowman mused. His mind went back to the
offspring, and (3) get the heck out of here. thirty feet from the ground. Not even. the previous Sunday when his hunt began.

Alas, it was too late. Out of the near adrenalin surging through him could lift This year he had decided to try his luck
darkness came a large, angry sow, snapping him that far. As much as he wanted to run, against mule deer in Colorado, since he
her teeth and growling as she made short he felt that such action would only invite' had already been fortunate to bag some
charges, only stopping every few yards and disaster by encouraging the angry sow Virginia Whitetails in previous years.
raising on her hind legs to see what effect to be even bolder. With as much bravado (continued on page 3)
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Probably one of the most overlooked divided attention for the few brief moments

subjects in archery is the matter of range of instruction. This, also expedites the
etiquette. The manner in which people starting of the tournament. After you have
conduct themselves on an archery range been assigned a starting target and shooting
can determine whether participating group, and your group has gathered, intro-
archers are shooting their best possible duce yourself. Be' amiable, ~be yourself.
scores or enjoying themselves to the utmost. Your informality may' be a big help in

Range etiquette commences the moment reducing the tension or "tournament jitters"
an archer gets out of his car at the which are suffered by so many archers
tournament site. Surely, after an archer on the first few targets.
gets 'his shooting gear together, the first There is a Target Captain assigned to
thing that should be done is register for each. shooting group, and it is his job to
the tournament. How infrequently this is take over the leadership of the group and.
done! How many times have we heard the keep things rolling. His decision is final
burdened Field Captain call for archers to ,on arrow values, and other problems that
get registered? With the tournaments .may arise will be r settled in a sports-
starting time upon him, the poor guy has manlike manner.

by Ted Grefe only 25 registrations and some 75 archers After shooting starts there are several
warming up on the practice butts! And important procedures to follow that will
we, wonder, why tournaments start late. insure fair play and an enjoyable tourna-'
Hmmmmmmm! Of course one should greetment with your fellow archers. One of the
friends upon arrival at a tournament, but most important things to remember is that
hold down your gab-fest until after you have the majority of archers are out on the,
visited the registration desk. , .course to try and shoot their best possible i

When the Field Captain calls a gathering score. The most distracting annoyance for
.of the archers for final instructions and. .most archers that can possibly be en- .
assign~ent of starting targets, good man~· (continued on a e 3)
ners dictate that you give him. your un- ; p g

Range
Ettiquette

Reprinted by request from the
V.B.A. Field Archery Manual-
1961
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Tournament Rule_s

andscorin~. .

~~ .

----- ...======--

All competing archers, MUST be familiar
with the N.F.A.A. tournament rules listed
on pages 19, 20, & 21 of the N.F .A.A.
Hand Book and recent amendments which
appear in the April 1972 issue of Archery.

They are as follows with amendments:
SCORING

R. Dillow, Field Vice Pres- 1. Arrows must remain in the target face
until all arrows are scored. They may
then be withdrawn by the target captain
or his deputy.
2. The status of doubtful arrows shall .be
determined before drawing any arrows from
the target, and such an arrow may not be
touched until after being recorded.
3. The Target Captain shall be the final
judge of all disputed arrows.
4. Skids or glances into the target shall
not be counted.
5. Arrows passing through the face, but

Hugh Da~nell-, Recording Sec'y still in the butt, may be pushed back and
821~.Bl.aIrton Road scored as a hit in the circle through which
Springtield, Va. 22152 Phone 451-4973 it went. This does not mean that they may ,---~=~-.- r-: -- -- ,,'_. -.'_.c. ~~bewitndrawn and then stuckback through
Chest~r L. Kutzler,Treasurer the target.
102-Richneck Road 6. Witnessed bounce outs, believed to have
Denbigh, Va. 23602 .hit the target in the scoring area will be

reshot. Arrows believed to have passed
through the target may be reshot with a
marked arrow, which will not be scored if
the doubtful arrow is found in the butt.
7. In any tournament where the method of
shooting off a tie is not decided in advance,
ties shall be decided by shooting the first
three (3) targets. In any tournament where
field faces are involved, field faces shall
be used. If a tie still exists after three
targets, continue from target to target until
the tie is broken.
8. An archer who shot arrows at the target
in excess of the prescribed number shall
lose the arrow or arrows of higher value
in all N.F .A.A. rounds.
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Flight flunky pulls
another fluke

FLIGHT in error reported in the last,
issue that the Mid-Atlantics would be held
June 18, and 19 at Watkins Glen, N.Y. It
is still being held at Watkins Glen, but
on the l Oth and 11th of June. 'Tis sad to
be sorry.' Editor
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TOURNAMENT RULES
1. .Archers shall shoot in groups of not
less than 3 or more than 5; 4 shall be
the preferred number. No group of less
than three shall turn in an official score.
2. For shooting position at the shooting
stake .the foursome, by mutual agreement,
shall decide which two shall shoot from
which side of the shooting stake.
a) At the conclusion.of each 14-target
unit the archers shall Change their order
of shooting. T~ose who shot first shall
shoot last and those who shot last shall
shoot first.
b) Starting .with the first target an
archer shall shoot from the same side of
the shooting position stake for fourteen
targets, At the fifteenth target to be
shot those archers whohave been shooting
from the right side shall shoot the re-
mainder of the course from the left side;
those on the left shall shoot from the
right side.
c) No arcfiershallshoot from more th~
six inches behind the appropriate stak~~
nor shall any,archer advance to the tar-
get until all arrows have been shot by
the group.
3. When more than one target face is
placed on a single butt, the archer must
designate the face to be shot from his
shooting positon.
4. One group shall not hold up the follow-
ing groups while looking for lost arrows.
Enough arrows shall be carried so that
each archer may continue shooting, and
return later: to find missing arrows.
5. No archer may practice ~ any shot of
a course to be used for tournament
shooting later the same day. .Special
practice targets should be supplied. The
first target of each round may be used as
practice at, the discretion, of, the, tour-
nament chair-man. .The maximum number
of arrows allowable will be determined by
the round being shot.
6. An archer leaving the range for any
reason may be pri vileged to return to his
group and complete the unfinished round'
or subsequent rounds. He will not be
privileged to make up any targets missed
in the interim,
7. No archer may shoot (or compete) i
anyone tournament m.ore than, one tim
unless advertised as a multiple registra,;",_,,"
tion tournament.
8. In, case of inclement weather, the
tournament will .continue unless a, pre-
arranged signal is given by.the tournament
chairman. Any archer leaving .the range
shall be automatically disqualified.

=='
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Colorado
Rockies

Rock

Hunter
(continued from page 1)

Scouting a .!1ay early, and armed only with
his camera, he saw many mulies--one that
would make the Pope and Young record book
for sure. He was convinced that, with some
luck and a week's hunting, he could arrow
that buck.

He had started the week of actual hunting
with great anticipation, but the first two

days were disappointing, especially since he
was interested in pursuing only the trophy
buck. The third day a 4x4 nearly teased
the huntsman into taking a shot, but he
decided that he. would wait for the "big one"
and take only pictures of anything less.
The fourth and fifth days were uneventful,
but dawn of .the sixth day found our now
anxious sportsman in a remote aspen grove
about halfway down a mountain ridge. He
passed the day in lovely solitude. The sudden
hailstorm that soaked and pelted him failed
to dampen his spirits; ne had a feeling
that something exciting would happen this
day. B¥ dusk, with only one day of his
hunt remaining, his confidence had begun
to ebb. Still hopeful, he began to make
his way quietly back to camp. On one of
his frequent listening and. looking pauses,
he heard the unmistakable sound of feeding
deer. He was so close that .he could hear
them chewing. For a full thirty minutes
the tormented stalker waited for a clear
shot. At times he was convinced the deer
would detect him from the sound of his
pounding heart or his raspy breathing.
Occasionally, he caught glimpses of the
feeding mulies through the thick brush,
but no clear shot presented itself. Finally,
in desperation, the Archer tossed a rock
behind the deer in hopes of driving them
his way. Immediately a huge deer crashed

out of the brush nearly running over the
.frustrated hunter. It was a doe. The re-
maining deer continued to feed. More rocks
were tossed, but their only effect was to
temporarily stop the feeding. Dusk had now
turned into almost total darkness and the
bowman reluctantly left the deer and started
the long uphill trek to camp. That's when
he saw the bear cub and sow.

When he and his hunting companions
.returned to that spot the next day, they
noticed that the sow's footprints were super-
'imposed "on those Qf our hunter to within
.one half mile of camp. Had he suspected
[this.the night before, he might have arrived
i in camp even sooner than he did.

The final day of hunting offered no shots
to our resolute bowman.

In retrospect, he says that the only
actions he regrets taking on the hunt were
his failure to get pictures of the Pope
and Young buck. and his failure to remove
the lens cover from his camera when
·snapping pictures of the 4x4 mulie that
sorely tempted him.

So impressed was he by the excitement
of the hunt, by the beauty and solitude
of his Colorado surroundings, and by the
consideration, concern and interest of his
fellow bowhunters, that he is anxiously
awaiting hunting season this fall when he
plans to locate that Pope and Young buck.

Range Ettiquette
countered is conversation while archers are
actually shooting. In order for an archer
to shoot his best, he must concentrate on
every arrow as he shoots it. This can-
not be done if he is unconsciously listening
in on a background conversation. Give
your fellow archers the courtesy of watching
rather than talking while they are in the
act of shooting. Besides, maybe you can
learn a thing or two from them. Also,
there is plenty of time to talk other than
during the actual shooting. Another dis-
tracting action taken by some archers
who are "not hitting" that particular day
is the ranting and raving after a miss,
or other miscue while shooting .. This not
only results in further misses or miscues
by the shooter, but may upset fellow archers
to such an extent that they are unable to
shoot their best. Keep your problems to
yourself, and don't spoil the other fellow's
fun just because you are having an "off
day."

Some "poor sports," and thank goodness
e are only a few in archer, will try
distract their cornpeition by breaking

_ .gs while their opponents are shooting,
coughing or clearing their throats, crowding
their shooting position, fast movements
about the time the other archer is releasing,
etc. These unsportsmanlike actions are
truly unbelievable, but they have been
done on occasion, during close competition.

(continued from page 1)
Unfortunately, many of us are not immune
to such treatment, and our scores suffer
somewhat.
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Also see

Tournament Rules and Scoring

on Page 2
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Many of us fancy ourselves as stellar

"coaches" in the finer arts of archery,
and whether we have the experience, ability
finesse, or not, we can't help but give
advice to fellow shooters. Generally, we give
this sage advice so readily that it isn't
necessary to even ask us for our guarded
shooting secrets. Heaven help us, because
we can't help ourselves, Incidently, it is
one of the best ways to lose archery friends
that is known. A separate article should
be written on this subject.

Lastly, we frequently shoot with an archer

AMERICAN BOWHUNTER
SEND $4 FOR YEAR'S MEMBER-
SHIP - SUBSCRIPTION - SAMPLE
50c.

1429 LONGFIELD AVE.
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40215

who just can't wait to get to the target
butt. to find out his own score, and start
'pulling arrows. This is a very sore subject
with most archers, and truly a justifiable
one. Arrows near the scoring area should
definitely not be touched until all scoring
is completed by the Target Captain. Even
arrows out of the scoring area or sticking
in the butt should be left in place until the
.owner can spot them and see where they
are located, so that maybe he can correct
his error on future targets.

In summary, range etiquette or range
manners should follow the Golden Rule.
H you can expedite the tournament or can
in any way make the shooting of your
fellow archers more pleasant, be gracious
enough to rise to the occasion.

BROKEN ARROW

ARCHERY SHOP

Authorized Dealer for
Jennings Compound Damon Howatt

Wing Olympus Compound
Featherlite Tree Stands

Bank Americard Master Charge
GARY CONNELLY - owner.

Dial 526-8561 4912 Hickory Road
Petersburg, Va. 2-3803
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Something to think about when constructing your range ...

Submitted by Dr. Stallard of Warwick
Bowmen

Lately man has shown concern for the
future of Mother Earth. He has expressed
concern that his own existence may be
threatened by breathing noxious air, lis-
tening to earsplitting nois e, drinking foul
water, and viewing graceless landscapes.

In the midst of the environmental uproar,
the Tree stands by--like a faithful watch-
dog--dispensing life-giving benefits and
lives on--like a silent lapdog--taken for
granted, and yet one of man's best friends.

Trees help supply oxygen we need to
breat-he. Yearly, each acre of young trees-
can produce enough oxygen to keep 18people
alive ...

Trees help keep our air supply fresh
by using up carbon dioxide that we exhale
and that factories and engines emit ...

Trees use their hairy leaf surfaces to
trap and filter out ash, dust, and pollen
particles. carried in the air ...

Trees dilute gaseous pollutants in the
air as they release oxygen ...

Trees can be used to indicate air pollution
levels of sulfur dioxide, just as, canaries
were once used to detct dangerous methane
gas ion coal mines ...

THE TREE
"'-. -

Man's Best Friend
Trees provide food for birds and wild

animals ...
Trees lower air temperatures by enlisting

the sun's energy to evaporate water in the
leaves ...

Trees increase humidity in dry climates
by releasing moisture as a byproduct of
food-making and evaporation ...

Trees give us a constant supply of pro-
ducts=-Iumber for buildings and tools,·
cellulose for paper and fiber; as well as
nuts, mulches, oils, gums, syrups, and
fruits ...

Trees slow down forceful winds ...
Trees cut noise pollution by acting as

barriers to sound. Each IOO-foot width of
trees can absorb about 6 to 8 decibels
of sound -tntensity. Along busy highways,
which can generate as much as n decibels,
this reduction would be welcome to re-
sidents ...

Trees provide shelter for birds and wild-
life and even for us when caught in a rain
shower without an umbrella ...

Trees shade us from direct sunlight
better than any sombrero. They are welcome
in parking lots on hot sunny days ...

Trees camouflage harsh scenery and
unsightly city dumps, auto graveyards, and
mine sites ...

Trees offer a natural challenge to youthful
climbers ...

Trees make excellent. perches for Robin-
son Crusoe-style playhouses ...

Tree branches support ruggedly-used
swings ...

Tree leaves break the onslaught of pelting
raindrops on the soil surface. and give the
soil a chance to soak up as much water
as possible ...

Tree leaves, when fallen, cover the ground
to keep the soil from drying out. ..

Tree leaves, by. decaying, replace min-
erals in the soil and enrich it to support
later plant growth ....

Tree roots hold the soil and keep silt
from washing into streams ...

Tree roots help air get beneath the soil
surface ...

Trees salve the psyche with pleas
shapes and patterns, fragrant blossoms
and seasonal splashes of color ...

Trees break the monotony of endless
sidewalks and miles of highways ...

Trees beautify our gardens and grace
our backyards ...

Trees soften the outline of the masonry,
metal, and glass cityscape ...

Trees soften the outline of the masonry,
metal, and glass cityscape ... '

Trees increase the value of property ...
And Trees provide for American's econo-

mic growth and stability.

The New "BEAR" Victor Viking

in stock forATTENTION~
ARCHERS

DEALERS FOR
':Bear-Wing-Groves-Hoyt
Black Widow-Howatt Bows

-----Custom Arrows-e-

Look for :usat your shoots

Archers' Specialty Sho
Hours: 2129 Geo. Wash.Hwy. (Rt. 17)

Wk. Days 5 to 10 pm Grafton, Va. 23490 Phone
Sat. 1~ am to 7 pm "operated by archers for archers", 898-6878

Ken Seals Bill Marshall, Emo Moore - Owners
Jack CaJJt~ell, Shop Pro. and BEAR representative

immediate delivery.
All colors,

choice of weights
66",68",70"

Bow $151.00
Omni-Bowsight 40.50
Omni-Stabilizer 23.65
Take down Case 17.68
Magnetic Rest . 02.75
The above prices on accessories
good only if ordered with bow.

I
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Wytheville

5th 'V.B.A. Open Tournament
IJ) renny Shannon

Rain" to an archer, a nasty word, but
that seemed to be the weather conditions
for the t, 5th Virginia Bowhunters Asso-
ciation Open Tournament. It was held May
13 and 14, and there were archers from
Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee, .North
Carolina, Ohio, and Kentucky, Also, many
present and former Champions competed
such as Paul Haydel, Mid-Atlantic Regional
FIS winner; Jim Thurman, Tennessee FIS
and Southeastern Champ; Virginia Dillow,
BIB Champion; Ann Boyd, Virginia, State
Indoor FIS winner; Jim Mitchell, past
Virginia F .S, Champ; Tom Frye, Virginia
Bowhunter Champion; Hugh McConnell,
Tennessee BIH and Southeastern winner;
Billy Umberger, West Virginia BIB champ-
ion. All shot well despite the down pour,
and all but five completed their two day
tournament.

Below are listed the Champions and class
winners and their scores:

Class
FIS Men

Name
A Paul Haydel
B Jim Thurman

Charles Nease

B Webb Babcock
Everett Barnes
Lary J. Smith

C Mike Farren
John Vipperman
Beverly Hunter

D Carroll Mays

FIS Amateur C Sam Owens

BIB Men A William Wilfong
Billy Umberger
Bob Hoye

B Russell Poe
Harry Derange

BIH Men

Avis Koontz

C Tony Pickett
Robert Cissell
Charles Baker

D Rastus Darnell
Harvey Martin
Buford Cox

A Tom Frye
Hugh McConnell

20 Pin
Winners

Mar. - May 15, 1972

(

.• f!'

FIELD
Bertram, Wendell, Virginia Beach
Phyllis Corwin, Chesapeake
Kenneth Blair, Morfolk
Peyton Walker, Fairfax
V. P. Clifton, Roanoke
Mary Lou Blair, Norfolk
Autry Taylor, Vinginia Beach
Bill Olmeasdahl, Manassas

HUNTER
Hattie Thornes, Culpeper
Kenneth Evans, Boyce

413 411384 362
371 354
318 314
291 310
272 289
244 244
179 186
157 169418 369
328 356
321 351311 328326 249
326 369
304 247
29{ 253
243 251
265 218
143 115

472 492
447 403
447 470
250 266149 174

B Larry Gaynor
Jerry Woods
Ken Evans

W. Va.
W. Va.
W. Va.

W. Va.
Va.

Va.
Va.
Va.

N. C.
W. Va.
Va.

Va.
Va.

W. Va.
Va.
Va.

D Kathy Cissell Va.

Young Adult FIS
Rick DuBrueler Va.
Mark Van Hutton Va.

The rain did not keep these folks from being winners in the Virginia Open.

C James Warden
Sherrill Burchette
James Overfelt

D Steve Williams
Jeff Trant
Richard Bracken

"""" FIS Women A Ann Boyd
Darlene Frye

B Ann Darnell
Rebecca Barnes
Judith Mays

BIB Women A Virginia Dillow
Linda Miller

B Mary Pickett
Ann Poe
Shirley Wilfong

Youth FIS

Youth BIB

1357 Longview Drive

Woodbridge, Va. /,::~,
22191 > - ..;.----

"If I ain't got it.d'll get it."
Gift Certificates and

Black X7- Shafts now available
Mark Lawrence Phone 703 491-2982

Mi Mike DuBrueler Va.

Von Carl McConnell
Charles Derange W. Va.

Authorized X7 dealer
Bow-tuning and instruction on my pri-
vate range at my shop -- by appointment

cfl3~ Q/QIW A
THOM" •• F~

Dealer for Compound Bows by

Jennings, Olympus, Allen

and all other popular brands

Tournament & hunting
arrows custom made

Phone: 822-5953
Rt. 2, Box 43A

Lovettsville, Virginia 22080
See you at the Shoots!

Deadline Date
The deadline for the July-August issue of

"F'light" is July 12. The issue should be
in the hands of the membership by the
first week of August.

State Field Hunter
Va. 545 550
Tenn. 544 542
Va. 542 543
Va. 529 520
W.Va. 527 513
Va. 502 470
W. Va. 501 459
W. Va. 468 440
Va. 449 419
Va. 449 419
Va. 405 413
Va. 493 503
W. Va. 483 498
W. Va. 479 482
Va. 422 440
W. Va. 452 406
Va. 430 423
W. Va. 452 469
Va. 434 413
W. Va. 395 396
N. C. 308 282
W. Va. 293 241
W. Va. 215 225
Va. 467 455
Tenn. 413 438

MEL'S

PRO SHOP
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News From Zone One
by Nina Enders

The Princess Anne Bowmen are planning
a crab feast on Saturday, July 15--the
night before their Annual. All are invited
to partake of delicious steamed crabs,
cooked by our champion "Crab Cooker,"

,Dorsey Falls. What better way could one
spend a weekend? Go to the beach in the
morning, then eat crabs in the afternoon
--and shoot a fine tournament the next
day for the finest plaques in the State.

Dixie Bowmen are working hard to get
their range in A-I condition for their
Annual on June 4. Claude Allen (the wit

Sec'y Evelyn Kutzler shows "Order of Merit" to Ken land Mary Lou Blair.

of Dixie) announced that their work parties
are open to one and all. .

On 23 April 1972, there were 85 archers
on. the bowmen of York Range to start the
1972 Archery Tourriament season in the

. Region of Newport News, Norfolk, Rich-
mond and Petersburg.

There were three firsts at this tourna-
ment, it was the first time that at a
registered tournament that there was a
perfect animal round, it marked the first
presentaton of the Bowmen of York's
"Order of Merit" and the first time the
Coca Cola Company donated a prize for
presentation at a tournament.

Paul Haydel of the Richmond Archers
conquered the animal round with a perfect
round on the front half of the range. Jim
Dulaney, a long and valued member of
the Bowmen of York was the recepient
of the first of the clubs "Order of Merit".
The order was designed. by the club to
show it apprecation to members who have
given long and faithful service to the
club, who have done their best to improve
and enhance the sport of bowhunting and
archery in general.

Wish I had more news, but archers
are like bears--they are just now coming
out of hibernation after a long win

VIRGINIA BOWHUNTERS ASSN., INC.
% NANCY LEE WESTERN, COR. SEC.

RT. 2 DOGWOOD LANE
VINTON , VA. 24179
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